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MAN! I love this guy if we had more like him in Congress this country would not 

be in the shape it is today.

The   Players:

Nezar Hamze is the Executive Director of CAIR (Council on     American-Islamic 

Relations).

Allan West is     a Congressman from Florida.  Mr. Hamze waded into this  discussion 

with     congressman West in attack mode with typical Muslim  misinformed bravado.

Do you know any career politician who has the     background and guts who could 

have handled Nezar better?

You can  just see it:  N. Hamze thought he     would be dealing with a another  typical 

American, Politically Correct, pantywaist, politician     who panders to anyone and  any 

cause to get a vote.

He made  one little mistake - He kicked the tar baby     in the thicket while  walking 

into the perfect ambush and was unable to withdraw.

http://youtu.be/2CVK4c2qu3M

************************************************************************

I am so frustrated by Bonner. I have written him 4 times since the election about Eric Holder with 

his Liar stance on "Fast & Furious" and non- action on all Black Panther crimes and received no reply. 

We always hear about other Congressmen actions to save us from Obama's Thuggery, Racism & Marxism 

but Bonner almost never makes the news and when he does it is on some numb issue. I would like to 

help start a write in campaign for November just to show Bonner how unhappy about 40% of us are 

with Smiling Jo's failure to be aggressive in representing us.

 Charles Kettell 
 710 Artillery Range Rd.
 Spanish Fort, AL. 36527
 251-604-6763 cell
 251-626-1807 home & fax

 WE voters need to save Traditional, American, Constitutional government and Christian principles. 

We must demand the TRUTH from elected officials AND MEDIA! 
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